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By Antonia Adams, Jeff Cott, Antony Bugg-levine

Audible Studios on Brilliance, United States, 2016. CD-Audio.
Book Condition: New. Unabridged. 171 x 133 mm. Language:
English . Brand New. Three passionate novellas from The Secret
Library range that offer essential, sensual reading. The Game, by
Jeff Cott: The Game is the story of Ellie s bid to change from
sexy, biddable housewife to sexy dominant goddess. Ellie and
Jake are a happily married couple who play a bedroom game.
Having lost the last game, Ellie must start the new one where she
left off bound and gagged on the bed. As she figures out how to
tie herself up before Jake s return from work, Ellie remembers
the last game and has ideas for the new one. Jake is immensely
strong and loving and has seemingly endless sexual stamina so
the chances of Ellie truly gaining control look slim. Although she
has won the game on occasions, she suspects he lets her win just
so he can overwhelm her in the next. She has to find a way to
break this pattern. But does she succeed? One of Us, by Antonia
Adams: Successful artist Natalie Crane is midway through a
summer exhibition with friend and agent Anton when...
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R eviews
An incredibly wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. It normally is not going to price a lot of. I am just
very happy to tell you that this is the greatest pdf we have go through within my personal lifestyle and could be he
finest book for at any time.
-- B a r t Lowe
This is basically the greatest pdf i actually have go through till now. It is definitely simplistic but surprises within the
fifty percent in the ebook. I am easily will get a delight of studying a published ebook.
-- Hyma n O 'Conner III
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